2022-06-13 - Plenary: Technology long-term vision for LFN – Looking ahead

Topic Leader(s)
- Ranny Haiby

Topic Description
Overview of industry trends and developments that may affect our open source projects. 30 min

Topic Overview
We will discuss things like 6G, enterprise networking, Hyperscalers take on telecommunications and more. This is intended to be an interactive session with audience participation.

Slides & Recording
- LFN_DTF_June_2022_CTO_Outlook.pptx

Agenda
Awesome presentation
- Point 1
- Point 2

Minutes
- NEED UNDERSTANDING of project CONSUMPTION
- IDEA: WHY TO GET INVOLVED FAQ
  - WHO supports us when something BREAKS?
  - NEED LEADERSHIP HELP FOR INITIATIVES
- How Do WE "RIDE THE WAVE" of innovation in open source and don't stay behind
- SILOs DILUTE RESOURCES
- NEED marketing Support FOR publicizing UTILIZATION/consumption of our projects
- HOW Do WE RDRIVE PROJECTS THAT provide DOWN STREAM OSS CONSUMERS
- TRADEOFFS BETWEEN APIS VERSUS a FULLY INTEGRATED SOLUTION
- Passive avoidance of collaboration
- WHAT IS the culture of Lfn? /AI SCOT - WILL LOOK FOR EXAMPLES
- SUPPORT FOR SP/SI ON HOW TO USE & CONTRIBUTE
- OVER EXTENDING RESOURCES
- CARRIER TRISTION TO OSS
- STILL ACHALLENGE
- NEED SUPPLIER SUPPORT
- LESS IS MORE
- NO COOKIE CUTTER APPROACH
- HARD LEARNING CURVE FOR BOTH CONTRIBUTION & USAGE
- How Do WE "SELL" VALUE TO OUR COMPANIES

Action Items
- Scot Steele - Search for good examples of community cultures and share